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how do i learn qlikview quick intelligence - qlikview is one of those products that is quick to get started with but takes
years of putting things into practice to really get skilled in, 1000 projects seminar topics category list - full list of 1000
projects categories including net vb cse ece eee mechanical electrical electronic chemical civil project abstracts reports
source code and all final year seminar topics with video presentations available to download, power bi vs ssrs 11 amazing
comparisons you should learn - power bi is data analysis tool which can be used for reporting and data analysis from the
wide range of data source power bi is simple and user friendly in use which helps business analyst skills and power users to
work easily on it for the complex and huge data analysis power bi is very useful, what is splunk a beginners guide to
understanding splunk - what is splunk splunk is a software platform to search analyze and visualize the machine
generated data gathered from the websites applications sensors devices etc which make up your it infrastructure and
business
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